ENDE GELÄNDE
Stop coal, all villages stay!

19 - 24 June 2019
in the Rhenish brown coal mining area

ly rescued. The dirty business with coal does
not threaten only people and nature in this
country. Especially in the global South hundreds of thousands are already fighting the
consequences of climate change. We declare
our solidarity with all those affected and resisting. As „Ende Gelände!“, we stand in a
protective position between the threatened
villages and the voracious coal excavators.
We stand in solidarity with all people around
the world who suffer the injustices of the
climate crisis. Our action is an expression of
determination: All villages stay! Everywhere!

The majority of people want a quick exit from
coal, but industry and politics repel. The Coal
Commission proposes to get out of coal by
2038. This is not a consensus, but the direct
path to climate crisis! They are risking all our
lives for infinite economic growth, pumping
billions of taxpayers‘ money into the pockets of those who caused this crisis in the first
place. Welcome to capitalism! Yet it has long
been clear that energy production can also
ENDE GELÄNDE MASS ACTION 2019
be decentralised and renewable, and that
an immediate phase-out of coal is imperative if the 1.5°C target is to be achieved. Climate justice is non-negotiable. We don’t
let hypocritical “solutions” pacify us. We do
not let ourselves be suppressed or intimiALL VILLAGES STAY! EVERYWHERE! dated. On the contrary! The climate justice
The people in the villages near the open- movement is stronger than ever! We all feel
cast mines are being put under massive pres- that it is time to act and become loud, louder
sure. The industry wants to take away their than ever! Therefore we will join forces to
homes and the Coal Commission paralyze the coal infrastructure with a mass
watches motionless. Histori- action of civil disobedience in June 2019. We
cally grown communities and take the coal exit into our own hands. Join
fertile soils are to be dredged, us!
for short term profit. Even the
Hambach forest is not yet final-

CASH AGAINST COAL! Support Ende
Gelände 2019 with your donation
ENDE GELÄNDE
IBAN: DE48 4306 0967 1120 8464 00
BIC: GENODEM1GLS

Information, mobilisation material and
contacts to local groups in your vicinity:

WWW.ENDE-GELAENDE.ORG
Live ticker from digger occupations and updates
from the climate justice movement:

TWITTER.COM/ENDE__GELAENDE
FACEBOOK.COM/BAGGERSTOPPEN
INSTAGRAM.COM/ENDE__GELAENDE
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Corporate interests instead of
climate justice? Not with us!

